
  

 

Abstract—This article introduces several existing detection 

methods of grounding grid corrosion, such as the method based 

on electricity network, the method based on electromagnetic 

theory and the electrochemical-based method. Subsequently, 

this article provides analysis of these three methods, including 

analysis and comparison of their advantages and disadvantages. 

Finally it proposes a new method based on ultrasonic guided 

wave method and then explores its feasibility and ad-vantages. 

 

Index Terms—Grounding grids corrosion diagnosis, 

electromagnetic theory, electromagnetic theory, 

electrochemical method, ultrasonic guided wave.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The grounding grid is the facilities to ensure the electrical 

equipment and personal safety. When the grounding grid is 

defective, the safety of the electrical equipment and the 

operator will be in danger. The material of substation 

grounding grid abroad is mostly made of copper material 

whose corrosion is small and the degree of corrosion can be 

evaluated by measuring the galvanic current over the 

deflectors [1]. In China the grounding grid materials are 

mainly round and flat steel. Due to years of soil erosion and 

the role of grounding short-circuit current, different part of 

the grounding grid have varying degrees of corrosion, 

resulting in the decrease of reliability or even in failure of 

function. In China, power system accidents caused by 

grounding grid corrosion occurred frequently. Each accident 

has brought huge economic losses [2]-[3]. Detection on 

Grounding grid corrosion can discover the severely corroded 

areas, taking timely and effective measures to re-duce or 

eliminate the power system accidents caused by corrosion of 

the grounding grid. In the past, grounding grid corrosion 

diagnosis is mainly depended on grounding resistance 

detection and digging the corroded areas of grounding grids. 

This method leads to blindness, heavy workload, low 

efficiency, and is limited by the environment conditions [4-5]. 

Then another method come up is to use power frequency 

current to detect grid-connected grounding resistance, the 

potential distribution and the contact voltage, but this method 

has many difficulties as well, such as the necessity of cutting 

off power， large current, complex detection work [6]. 

At present, three kind of method to detect the corrosion of 

the grounding grid and its breakpoint has been theoretically 

proposed .They are electrical network analysis [7]-[24], 

electromagnetic field detection [25]-[31] and electrochemical 
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methods [32]-[35]. 

 

II. METHOD BASED ON ELECTRICAL NETWORK THEORY 

This method has come into practice for a long time. The 

basic idea of this method: Ignoring the inductance and 

capacitance of the grounding grid and the grid when the grid 

is affected by direct current or power-frequency AC current, 

the grid is an equivalent of pure resistive network. Then the 

physical problem of grounding grid fault-diagnosis can be 

turned into electric network problem. 

 
Fig. 1. Grounding grid is equivalent to a purely resistive network 

 

[7]-[9] Zhang Xiaoling and Chen Xianlu, firstly establish 

the fault diagnosis equation based on the node voltage 

equations and matrix theory of electricity network. By 

applying minimum energy principle and optimization 

techniques as well as other disciplines, they successfully 

solved the underdetermined equation problem. [10], [16] Liu 

Qingzhen determined fault by comparing node voltage 

before and after the fault occurs, and use the neural network 

methods to achieve intelligent fault-positioning. Jiang Xiubo 

found the sufficient condition of the existence of grounding 

grid fault is that the voltage of each node before and after the 

failure under constant DC power doesn’t keep the same. 

Literatures [11]-[15] propose fixed-point principle based on 

electrical network theory. This principle requires step by step 

detection, firstly selecting some measurable nodes used in the 

field test for fault determination.  Then in the surrounding of 

the preliminary determined point of failure once again makes 

failure-determine .If the state of fault keeps the same then the 

failure is determined as real, and vice versa.as the 

pseudo-fault. Literature [17]-[20] proposed an improved 

grounding grid fault diagnosis algorithm. This method 

applied rotation excitation current source position rotation to 

availability nodes and took multiple-point measuring 

methods to measure the node voltage. This method brings 

about a significant increase in the number of equations, 

establishing an augmented fault diagnosis equation which 

reflects the nonlinear relationship between changes in 

resistance of branches and node voltages varying amounts 
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affected by a variety of excitation conditions. The equation 

was solved by iterative, using   linear equations to approach 

the gradual approximation of nonlinear equations. Least 

squares method was used to find the optimal solution of the 

optimization method. The number of independent equations 

can be obtained by finding the distance between the row 

vector normalized augmented fault diagnosis equation. As a 

basis for quantitative evaluation of the test method, the 

number of independent equations can reflect the error on the 

slip resistance diagnosis   using voltage measurement. 

Literature [21] regards the grounding network as a pure 

resistance network basing on the circuit and fault diagnosis 

principles. According to the Tellegen theorem, when the 

actual ground network topology and ground lead resistance 

measurement data are available, the grounding grid corrosion 

diagnosis equations can be established. By solving the 

diagnostic equation, changes in the value of the grounding 

grid branch conductor can be founded, and thus determine 

the grounding grid corrosion. 

In general, various methods based on electrical network 

theory are basically measuring resistance increment of each 

conductor of the grounding grid (or the node voltage change) 

as the fault parameters to establish the fault diagnosis 

equation. Then each of them uses a variety of optimization 

algorithm to find the solution of the equation. However, the 

result is mainly the optimal solution, and not necessarily the 

actual value. To get the actual value, data analysis, or more 

effective optimization algorithm are needed. Besides, this 

diagnostic method will be limited by the specific location and 

the number of the down-lead conductor. The measurement 

accuracy, detection efficiency and practicality are limited, 

thus leaving it inconvenient for engineering. An accurate 

ground network drawing of design is required to obtain the 

network diagnosis basing on electrical network theory. 

 

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD-BASED ANALYSES 

The basic idea is: Inject different frequency sine wave 

excitation current directly into grounding grids through two 

deflectors, and then uses magnetic induction coil probe to 

detect excitation the current has excited on the surface, 

basing on the principle of electromagnetic induction. The 

local grounding network conductor’s serious corrosion or 

breakpoint fault happens, as the conductor of the branch 

cur-rent changes, the distribution of characteristics of the 

magnetic induction changes, which will provide a reference 

for the diagnosis. 

Literature [25] is based on this method. The author firstly 

through simulation, focus on the feasibility of diagnostic 

methods by leading the excitation current of different 

frequency into the grounding grid and by measuring the 

surface magnetic flux density distribution characteristics. 

Next, through comprehensive measurement and analysis of 

power frequency magnetic fields and transient 

electromagnetic interference in transformer substations of 

different voltage levels, the author determines the 

interference characteristics of substation electromagnetic 

environment. Finally, through Experiments and the diagnosis 

applications of actual substation testing, they verify the 

validity of this diagnostic method and the practicality of the 

diagnostic techniques. Literature [26] works on the diagnosis 

of the fracture site by measuring the magnetic field of the 

ground near the grounding grid. Although this method can 

detect the conductor fracture, it is difficult to detect the 

corrosion level of the conductor. Literature [27] works on 

grounding grid performance analysis and troubleshooting by 

measuring the surface of the grounding grid potential 

difference. However, for the grid structure of substation 

grounding grid, when the grounding grid conductors of local 

small fracture or corrosion thinning occurs, the surface 

potential changes are not obvious, thus making detecting 

defects of the grounding grid conductors by measuring the 

surface potential difference difficult. Literature [28] uses 

fuzzy theory to deal with potential data on measurements 

taken and verified by experiment, achieving good results. 

Literature [29]-[31], combined with the finite element 

simulation and the direct excitation power, by measuring the 

surface magnetic flux density distribution; diagnose 

grounding grid conductor corrosion thinning and 

breakpoints. 

 

IV. ELECTROCHEMICAL-BASED METHODS 

The corrosion grounding grid material in the soil occurs is 

mainly localized corrosion, and the nature of it is galvanic 

corrosion. Concrete corrosion is of the follow-ing reasons: 

the macro-cell corrosion caused by soil heterogeneity; 

micro-cell corrosion caused by carbon steel structure 

heterogeneity; hydrogen corrosion caused by dc component 

of the stray current; life activity corrosion caused by 

microorganisms. 

For the electrochemical nature of grounding grid materials 

corrosion, the corrosion could be described by 

electrochemical parameters (such as current density). With 

the metal corrosion dissolution, the number of electrons 

increases, that is, the power increases. At the same time, there 

are quantitative relationships between the output power and 

corrosion (etching amount) during the metal corrosion 

process [32]. 

Nowadays, chemical testing of metal corrosion is mainly 

of the following four categories: [32]-[33] 

1) The polarization resistance technique; 

2) The transient linear polarization technique 

3) Charging curve technique 

4) The coulostatic technique. 

However, grounding grid corrosion detection based on 

electrochemical methods remains two unresolved problem. 

First, the grounding grid is of metal mesh structure, which 

makes the polarization of the metal area uncertain. In this 

way, the measuring must be taken to limit. Second, due to the 

presence of strong stray current in the electrochemical 

detection method, the signal to noise ratio is very low, 

possibly even to cover up the real signal. To deal with this, 

measures must be taken to have the stray current interference 

filtered. 

Literature [34] is based on constant current charging curve 

technique. By analyzing the curve of value of carbon steel 

specimen polarization resistance with the specimens’ volume 

buried in the soil area, it determined the effective area of 

limiting sensor and size of constant current. Literature [35] 
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uses electrochemical method for grounding grid corrosion 

detection. It has developed portable rapid detection system 

suitable for field applications. It uses limiting probe to solve 

the problem of the distribution of current. Through the filter 

and fitting of the data processing it eliminates noise of stray 

current and soil resistance. By parsing the charging curve it 

gets the value of polarization resistance Rp as the 

characterization of the grounding grid corrosion extent. 

In general, research and applications based on the 

electrochemical method is less. There is a great in-depth 

study space in this field. 

 

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK (ULTRASONIC GUIDED WAVE 

METHOD) 

First, many electric network-based methods use simulation. 

However, the simulation and actual field-test are different. 

Actual grounding grid corrosion is both regional and 

universal. Often in a small area of each branch there are many 

parts of corrosion, while the simulation is carried out under 

the assumption that the few parts of the branches have 

corrosions and the corrosion is severe. Second, when dealing 

with measurements and node selection, the theory is not 

perfect. Despite the fact that measurement method of 

corrosion diagnosis for large and medium-sized substation 

has been proposed, these methods still need additional 

measurement of pseudo-fault branch to ensure accuracy, thus 

plus the tedious work of measuring. Besides such 

measurement directly affects the efficiency of the test. Third, 

existing grounding grids corrosion diagnosis program is not 

written in object-oriented language. Most human-machine 

interface is unfriendly. The input-output is inconvenient and 

modeling is cumbersome. Except for that, the main program 

of the diagnosis is not universal. The operator has to modify 

its parameters at any time to modify its parameters. All above 

requires users to learn more about the program, thus adding 

heavy workload to the system, leaving it lack of promotional 

value. In addition, the ground network topology may change, 

the changes will also affect the corrosion diagnosis, and 

therefore operators need to take some measures to amend the 

model. The most important, however, is that the methods 

above cannot accurately locate corrosion point of the 

grounding grid. 

In recent years a fast, long distance, large-scale, relatively 

low-cost and non-destructive testing method has been 

developed, namely ultrasonic guided wave inspection 

method. Ultrasonic guided wave propagates in solids, 

because of its own characteristics of small attenuation along 

the propagation path, can overcome the shortcomings of 

point by point scanning. It can conduct long distances, and 

wide range defect detection. This detection method can 

locate defects and reflect the defect levels. 

Detection principle of ultrasonic guided wave method: 

pulse of ultrasonic energy is issued by the probe array. 

Affected by the role of the waveguide, the magnetic pulse 

flood the whole root of round steel materials, and spread to 

the distant. When encountering corrosion or defects, the 

pulse will be reflected for the material cross section 

(thickness) changed. The reflected wave returns to and is 

received by the instrument of the same probe array. By 

analyzing the reflected signal can detect the location, the size 

and corrosion condition of the defect. 

Literature [38]-[41] studied the propagation and dispersion 

characteristics of guided waves in cylindrical steel. It 

introduced the guided wave inspection method in cylindrical. 

Moreover, it made theoretical and experimental studies of 

buried anchor detection based on the method of ultrasonic 

guided wave detection as well as guided wave nondestructive 

testing of fully bonded resin bolt, which leaves reference 

value to grounding grid corrosion detection 

However, there are many problems to be solved for the 

based on ultrasonic guided wave method of grounding grid 

corrosion positioning is immature. 

1) Although welding nodes of grounding grid are at   fixed 

location, and the echo signal of corrosion point and the 

welding nodes are different, technical measures must be 

taken to distinguish the difference between them. 

2) Due to the dispersion characteristics of the guided wave, 

the appropriate modality must be selected for actual 

testing. 

3) Suitable sensor arrangement must be founded, so as to 

inhibit of the asymmetric mode signal. 
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